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Etown with the subdudes, Roches, Lincoln Center, Fort Collins, January 25, 2008. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

The radio audience for popular Boulder program Etown is in for a treat when the latest show 

taping in Fort Collins- featuring the subdudes and the Roches- hits the airwaves. The evening’s 

music was bright and energetic and the interview portions full of humor- it’ll be a great show, 

when edited to its final state. 

 

But now I have to add that despite the pleasure waiting for Etown’s listeners in the near future, 

their experience is going to be a little pale compared to what the live audience at the Lincoln 

Center got to experience last night. I’m sorry, but live music is always better LIVE and last night 

the groups were particularly entertaining and the crowd was very receptive- a win-win for 

everybody involved. To FEEL all of that, I think you have to be there- and that’s just one part of 

Etown that the home audience just doesn’t get. Oh well, too bad for them because there are a lot 

of happy people moving around Fort Collins today, thanks to Etown’s live show. 

 

To begin with, the subdudes seemed to be right on. Now, let’s just say that the subdudes aren’t 

the most exact band on earth- every note is not always perfectly place- but what makes them 

succeed above and beyond any of that is the passion that gets ignited when they get revved up. 

It’s really the SPIRIT that the band applies to their rootsy material that impresses more than 

anything. 

 

That isn’t to say there isn’t a lot to be admired in the subdudes’ music- like full-bodied vocal 

harmonies, snappy rhythms, soulful crooning, down-to-earth lyrics with some kind of back porch 

soul at the core. It was a pleasure to sit back in the rather pristine environment of the Lincoln 

Center and let the band do its work- the last time I saw the subdudes was on the street at the 

NewWestFest and the time before that was in a nightclub. Conditions at the Lincoln Center were 

just right to really LISTEN to the band- good sound, reasonable lighting and that SPIRIT all 

combined for time well spent on stage. 

 

But let’s also throw in that the subdudes once used Fort Collins as its home base- and three of the 

members still live here. On stage in Fort Collins, the subdudes are heroes for sure and that sure 

added some extra juice to the cheering. Another local hero- open space activist Kelly Ohlson- 

was also recognized during the show with an “Echievement” award. 

 

That’s certainly not all, though. Also add in a set by the reinvigorated Roches- who have not 

toured together in more than a decade. Starting with their trademark introductory song, “We,” 

the three Roche sisters quickly reestablished the offbeat quality of their intricate vocal interplay. 

The vocal arrangements themselves are a delightful mix of harmony and dynamic control. But 

what puts it on edge is that the Roches’ vocal prowess is applied to songs that take a direct and 

personal view of the world- looking at life’s details with tongue-in-cheek. That’s right, the 

Roches may have aged some, but that wry, sharp wit remains both in their music and their stage 



patter in between songs. They trick the ear with some cool singing, then trick the mind with 

lyrical play. The highlight of their set was “No Shoes.” 

 

Etown hosts Nick and Helen Forster are also a welcome presence on the stage. Their soothing, 

melodious voices and calm demeanors easily fold production chores for the radio program into 

the live show.  But more than running the show, the pair are also performers. Nick came out and 

dug into some slide guitar during the subdudes’ set and Helen added vocals during the show’s 

finale-  a crazy, wild jam with the Forsters, the Roches- featured on kazoos- and the subdudes 

doing a vintage rock and roll tune. Nick also joined the subdudes for the evening’s raucous 

encore- a tune well-known to longtime subdudes fans, “Late at Night.”  

 

I won’t name any more of the songs from last night- let’s leave some discovery for that radio 

audience, who are lucky because they are going to get a good show out of it. But Etown fans in 

Fort Collins were even luckier- you just had to be there to understand. 


